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Evolutionary Algorithms Applied to Electronic-Structure Informatics: 
accelerated materials design using data discovery vs. data searching 
 
Duane D. Johnson 
Ames Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Ames, Iowa 50011; and the Department 
of Materials Science & Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 
 
We exemplify and propose extending use of Genetic Programs (GPs) – a Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) that evolves computer programs via mechanisms similar to genetics and 
natural selection – to symbolically regress key functional relationships between 
materials data, especially from electronic structure. GPs can extract structure-property 
relations or enable simulations across multiple scales of time and/or length. Uniquely, 
GP-based regression permits “data discovery” – finding relevant data and/or extracting 
correlations (data reduction/data mining) – in contrast to searching for what you know, 
or you think you know (intuition). First, catalysis related materials correlations are 
discussed, where simple electronic-structure-based rules are revealed using well-
develop intuition, and then, after introducing the concepts, GP regression is used to 
obtain (i) a constitutive relation between flow stress and strain rate in aluminum, and (ii) 
multi-time-scale kinetics for surface alloys. We close with some outlook for a range of 
applications (materials discovery, excited-state chemistry, and multiscaling) that could 
rely primarily on density functional theory results. 
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Figure 1. (Adapted from Ref. 3) DFT-derived ΔEsegr for an impurity in 55-atom NPs. 
Negative (positive) energies indicate that the “core” impurity likes (hates) to be in the 
“shell”. ΔEsegr are arranged by “group” (from smallest to largest Ecoh) and “size” within a 
group (from largest to smallest RWS). 
Figure 2. (Data from Ref. 8) Activation barrier (Ea) vs. dissociation chemisorption 
energy (ΔE) on close-packed TM surfaces, i.e., fcc(111), hcp(0001) and bcc(110).  
[Inset: Ea and ΔE defined for N2  2N*.] Ideal and stepped surfaces show a linear 
correlation (Ea = c + ΔE), but the stepped surface is more reactive (lower activation 
barrier for the same dissociation energy). Linear relation holds only within family of 
metal surfaces binding sites. 
Figure 3. (Adapted from Ref. 21) Tree representation, subtree crossover and mutation, 
and point mutation used in GP. This example is snippet used to regress a constitutive 
relation between flow stress and T-compensated strain rate in aluminum. 
Figure 4. (Taken from Ref. 21.) GP-derived constitutive relation (Eq. 4) and the linear fit 
used by Padilla et al. (Eq. 1) for AA7055 Aluminum. Symbolic regression via GP used 
both low- and high- strain-rate data. Arrow indicates the actual crossover between the 




Determining the key underlying structure-property-functionality relationships that control 
behavior within a family of materials reduces the data dimensionality needed for 
accelerating materials design and discovery. Uncovering or discovering these “property” 
relationships in a vast (and ever growing) collection of heterogeneous materials data, 
from experiment or first-principles calculations (e.g., density-functional theory, DFT), is 
often done by intuition, insight, or trial-and-error. Such relationships are critical in 
design, yet are mostly missed or masked within the data. The competing issues are an 
increase in data complexity versus extraction of manageable representations to 
correlate properties. Thus, a goal should be to create methodologies addressing data 
size and complexity that extracts critical property relations and predict materials 
behavior that cannot be divined by intuition and/or extrapolated from existing models in 
competing classes of materials. 
Here we describe the use of Genetic Programs (GPs) – a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that 
evolves computer programs via mechanisms similar to genetics and natural selection – 
to symbolically regress key functional relationships within materials data. Uniquely, GP-
based regression permits “data discovery” – finding relevant data and/or extracting 
correlations (data reduction/) – in contrast to searching for data that you know, or you 
think you know (intuition), which is not data mining. Evolutionary algorithms integrated 
with data-dimensionality reduction breaks from existing paradigms of materials 
“genomics” – i.e., a formulaic extraction from ever expanding sets of high-throughput 
data – to reveal actual functional correlations involving relevant physical parameters. 
After introducing the concepts of GAs and GP regression, we showcase GP-based 
regression of (i) a constitutive relation in AA7055 aluminum between flow stress and 
strain rate and of (ii) potential energy surfaces that enable large time-scale simulations 
(from 10-15 to 100 seconds) for surface alloys. The concepts are generic and, as 
suggested, can be applied in numerous ways to accelerate materials discovery. 
 
Intuition Approach to Correlations 
First, let us discuss correlations that arise from physical consideration but that govern 
some “universal” behaviors important in catalysis: (i) core-shell structure in binary 
transition-metal nanoparticles (i.e., which element resides in the outer shell and controls 
reactivity), and (ii) molecular dissociation and catalytic effects on metallic surfaces. 
Interestingly, these two areas are controlled by related factors. Importantly, the “simple” 
set of correlations found was not divined by “searching” large DFT databases! 
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Universal Correlations for Nanoparticle Core-Shell Behavior (Alloying) 
Transition-metal nanoparticles (NPs) exhibit enormous complexity1 and their core-shell 
structure improves catalytic, magnetic, optical and biomedical applications. Despite the 
large interest in core-shell NPs, factors most often mentioned affecting core-shell 
preference (cohesive energy, surface energy, atomic radii, and electronegativity2) are 
based largely on observation of a limited number of synthesized binaries and a few 
theoretical studies. Yet, there are only two independent factors that control core-shell 
behavior:3 (1) cohesive energy (Ecoh, related to vapor pressure) and (2) atomic size 
(e.g., quantified by Wigner-Seitz radii RWS, related to the d-bandwidth4). Indeed, these 
factors explain surface segregation in transition-metal (TM) alloyed nanoparticles and 
semi-infinite surfaces, and give a simple correlation for alloying and catalytic behavior.3  
Specifically, in figure 1, segregation energies ΔEsegr for a 55-atom NP – defined as the 
difference in energy for an impurity in the “shell” relative to it being in the “core” – 
indicate favorability for the shell if negative. For example, a “core” Au impurity inside a 
“shell” of Fe gives a large, negative value – so Au likes the shell, as observed.3 
Intuitively, the smaller atom (Fe) would tend to be inside the NP to relieve strain. The 
physics, however, is more complicated than that, see below. More importantly, looking 
at figure 1 (with atoms in the core and shell arranged in a specific order), we see that 
we have a perfectly correlated array with negative (positive) values above (below) the 
diagonal. Only the two factors noted above were needed to achieve this correlation. We 
have revealed (visually) a fairly simple relation ΔEsegr(Ecoh,RWS), and is generalizable.  
Nonetheless, no analyses of large databases of DFT results successfully found these 
underlying correlations or reduced the list of proposed relevant physical parameters. 
Notably, this same relation works both for (111) and (100) TMs surfaces,3 a clear and 
simple correlation not found using DFT-based data-search approaches.5 
 
Figure 1. (Adapted from Ref. 3) 
DFT-derived ΔEsegr for an 
impurity in 55-atom NPs. 
Negative (positive) energies 
indicate that the “core” impurity 
likes (hates) to be in the “shell”. 
ΔEsegr are arranged by “group” 
(from smallest to largest Ecoh) 
and “size” within a group (from 
largest to smallest RWS). 
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Origins from Electronic-Structure: Cohesive energies and atomic sizes were shown to 
be the only independent factors out of all those previously suggested. Details can be 
found in figure 3 of ref. 3, and its discussion. Why only those two factors? From vapor 
pressure of metals and free-energy arguments for alloyed TMs, the metal with the 
lowest temperature to reach a given vapor pressure (say, 10-10 Torr) will segregate to 
the surface of the other metal – a valid rule-of-thumb for bulk, semi-infinite bulk, and NP 
alloys! In fact, using only the RCA gas tables,6 one may predict the segregation 
behavior in all such systems with remarkable accuracy. The temperature to reach a 
given vapor pressure correlates directly with cohesive energy, which reflects the bond 
strengths (see figure 3 of ref. 3). Recall, elements in the same group have roughly the 
same Ecoh, smaller to larger magnitude from late to middle of the TM series. So, Ecoh is 
intuitively expected – but alone does not provide the correlation in fig. 1 (fig. 4 of ref. 3). 
The atomic size (RWS) is important (if nothing more than for packing/strain effects) but it 
gives a different trend from cohesive energy. Among groups from late to middle TM 
series, Ecoh increases while the RWS decreases (albeit 5d and 4d radii differences are 
small). Atomic radii are directly related to the d-bandwidth of the metals,3 as is well 
know from tight-binding theory. (The d-band widths and centers are important also for 
atomic and molecular adsorption, relevant in catalysis.) 
By Ockham’s razor, we should then expect that cohesive energy and size are minimally 
required to find a correlation that is predictive. Indeed, a perfect correlation pattern for 
segregation energies is achieved (fig. 1) only if the atoms are arranged first by “group” 
(i.e. cohesive energy from smallest to largest) and then second by “size within a group” 
(from largest to smallest Wigner-Seitz radii). For a binary NP formed by metals from 
different groups, the factors act cooperatively – a metal (going from late to middle TM 
series) of both a larger cohesive energy and smaller size prefers the core region; 
whereas, those formed within a group (5d to 3d) the Ecoh gets smaller but RWS becomes 
smaller, too. The two factors now compete, and usually size dominates. The exceptions 
are the 5d and 4d alloys from the same group, i.e., along the diagonal in fig. 1, where 
the RWS are almost the same, so Ecoh dominates, again. Examples include Os-Ru, Ir-Rh, 
and Pt-Pd. Lastly, with adsorption, e.g. O, the Ecoh (or surface energy) can be altered 
enough to change the order, but predictable by adding adsorption energy (a third axis). 
What was our purpose? Mainly, with the myriad of DFT results and databases no such 
“simple” set of correlations was divined by “data search” methods, nor GA-based 
searches.5,7 Physical arguments and/or intuition were our guide – and actually yielded a 
universal description.3 When the systems become even more complex, how are we to 
reduce data dimensionality and find the key relationships controlling the material 
behavior, especially when even for simpler cases it has not been very successful? 
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Universal Correlations for Molecular Adsorption on TM Surfaces 
Interestingly, surface adsorption is pertinent to the example above for NP catalysts, i.e., 
molecular disassociation followed by atomic adsorption. Examples are N2, NO, CO, and 
O2 activation on TM surfaces,8 see fig. 2, where a linear Brønsted-Evans-Polayni (BEP) 
relation9 is found between molecular dissociation energy and adsorption energy within 
families of surface (defined by similarity in surface reconstruction and adsorption sites). 
The BEP relation is well known in acid chemistry. Yet, it is remarkable, as shown in fig. 
2, that the activation energy (barrier height Ea) to dissociation is linearly proportional to 
adsorption energy (binding well depth ΔE): Ea = c + ΔE. This relation has nice 
consequences. Namely, assuming overall kinetics follows the same correlation – 
dissociation is rate limiting when the barrier is high and site blocking is limiting the 
reactivity when binding is strong on a surface – then there is a universal volcano-
shaped dependence of the catalytic activity on the adsorption energy, e.g., Fig. 2c in 
Ref. 8, now used to make a slew of combinatorial, high-throughput predictions for what 
surface alloying may improve the turnover frequency of a reaction.10,11 
 Origins from Electronic-Structure: This intrinsic correlation is inherently contained in the 
electronic structure and reflected experimentally. First, Ea (the transition-state (TS) 
energy) correlates with the relative energy of the metal’s d-band center to the organic 
molecular bonding orbital level12 (e.g., CO or NO) – true also for line compounds.13 Yet, 
Ea = c + ΔE is truly a surprising relation between an equilibrium ΔE (for, e.g., 2N* 
adsorbed on TM surface) and a non-equilibrium Ea (TS energy for dissociation of 
adsorbed N2* on TM surface). For a fixed metal surface geometry, the TS structures are 
almost independent of the metal and molecule involved. Yet, the TS energy does 
depend on local surface structures (families of reactions), so the BEP lines are different 
for different surface sites. Nonetheless, this result can be justified, e.g., from Marcus’ 
 
Figure 2. (Data from Ref. 8) 
Activation barrier (Ea) vs. dissociation 
chemisorption energy (ΔE) on close-
packed TM surfaces, i.e., fcc(111), 
hcp(0001) and bcc(110).  [Inset: Ea 
and ΔE defined for N2  2N*.] Ideal 
and stepped surfaces show a linear 
correlation (Ea = c + ΔE), but the 
stepped surface is more reactive 
(lower activation barrier for the same 
dissociation energy). Linear relation 
holds only within family of metal 
surfaces binding sites. 
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chemical and electrochemical electron-transfer theory.14 Assuming the two equilibrium 
binding energies for ΔE(2N*) and E(N2*) are harmonic (i.e., parabolic) wells on the 
potential energy surface, then Ea can be found analytically (only knowing well depths 
and the parabolic equations, as is reflected in all BEP relations), and so also can the 
reaction rates – relations for which Marcus got the Nobel Prize. 
Again, intuition and physical insight provided the required predictive correlation, after 
the fact, and then large database of DFT results could be used to search for potential 
better-performing catalysts – i.e., for what you know. There is some very nice recent 
discussions – related to catalysis, functional materials, coatings, biomaterials and 
sensing materials – using experimental-based combinatorial and high-throughput 
screening of materials libraries (databases) with hybrid approaches, i.e., GAs, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and support vector regression methods.15 Combinatorial 
libraries are recognized to fall into two geometric categories (discrete or continuous) 
and issues such as geometric taxonomy to generate libraries need to be considered,16 
or, more generally, “relevant families.” Nonetheless, is there means to symbolically 
regress structure–property relations without necessarily the keen insight developed over 
years?  We propose GPs, extended to separate families of materials, permits exactly 
this capability.   
 
Genetic Programming for Symbolic Regression 
Here, to appreciate symbolic regression using GPs, we briefly introduce the concepts, 
especially to exemplify how they may be used to regress relationships that exist in 
underlying materials data. Genetic Programming17 is a Genetic Algorithm18,19,20 that 
evolves computer programs via mechanisms similar to genetics and natural selections. 
Over the last three decades, GP has successfully solved problems in diverse 
applications, from novel analog circuit design to quantum computing and that resulted in 
several reinventions of patented ideas and some patentable new inventions. 
 The desire is to have a functional representation be symbolically regressed from 
materials data that provide relationships for the underlying correlations between key 
quantities within the data to predict new materials with specifically improved properties. 
Above we found simple prediction correlations that enable fast predictions for stable 
alloyed core-shell NPs or surfaces with metals on top that are reactive that have 
improved adsorption/desorption characteristics for catalysis. However, it required more 
physical intuition after the fact, rather than knowledgeable relevant quantities mindlessly 
handled by some regression/search method to yield functional correlations. We propose 
evolutionary methods have the generality and capability to produce such desired 
regressions, as well as providing a means for multiscale modeling.21 
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What is a GP? A typical GP consists of several components, including “representation”, 
the notions of “fitness” and “population”. Unlike traditional search methods GAs encode 
the decision variables of a problem into a “chromosome”, e.g., in a binary representation 
a solution (i.e., chromosome) could be (0101110111) in a 210 solution space. In GP a 
chromosome is a candidate “computer program”, usually represented by a tree, fig. 3. 
However, other representations such as linear codes,22 grammar-based codes,23 and 
domain specific representations24 have also been used.  Figure 3 shows how symbolic 
regression is evolved to find a “best candidate” solution, using an objective function. 
In a tree representation, the internal nodes of a tree are composed of elements from a 
set of primitive functions and the leaf nodes consist of elements from a set of 
terminals, see fig. 3. Both primitive functions and terminals are user defined. The 
functions can be arithmetic functions (e.g., “*”, “/”, “+”, “–“), logical variables (e.g., “if-
then-else”, “and”, “or”, “not”), Boolean (e.g., “AND”, “OR”, “XOR”, “NOT”), loops (e.g. 
“while”, “for”), and program constructs, including user-specified subroutines, or domain-
specific functions. The terminals are independent variables of a problem, constants, and 
ephemeral random constants. Figure 3 shows a GP evolution for stress and thermally 
activated processes for constitutive relations between flow stress and T-compensated 
strain-rate based on characterization for AA7055 aluminum, see in Ref. 21. 
Importantly, and intuitively, one should choose the most useful functions from a problem 
domain and ensure that they maintain correct dimensionality, to avoid unphysical 
quantities. Choosing appropriate primitive functions and terminals is an important factor 
that influences the GP performance. In some cases, the choices are obvious and may 
consistent of arithmetic functions and a branching operator. In other cases, specialized 
functions from the problem domain should be useful. For example, for thermal 
processes, such as creep, the function Q/(kBT) is obvious, where Q is the relevant 
energy differences, kB is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature in Kelvin. Similarly, 
 
Figure 3. (Adapted from Ref. 21) 
Tree representation, subtree 
crossover and mutation, and 
point mutation used in GP. 
This example is snippet used to 
regress a constitutive relation 
between flow stress and T-
compensated strain rate in 
aluminum. 
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for thermally activated processes, such as vacancy-assisted climb (a creep-recovery 
mechanism), exp[–Q/(kBT)] will be a relevant function. Finally, if one uses advanced GP 
features like automatically-defined functions (ADFs) and architecture-altering 
operations, then missing, but necessary, functions can be automatically co-evolved.17 
FITNESS: To evolve GP and to implement selection, we must have a measure of good 
solution over a bad one. The choice can be an elaborate simulation or mathematical 
model (called an objective function) or a simple human intuitive choice (called a 
subjective function). It can also be an ecology-like process where different digital 
species co-evolve through an intricate mix of competition and cooperation. Whatever is 
chosen it must determine a solution’s relative fitness and it will be used to guide the 
evolution of the GP. For symbolic regression used to fit data, e.g., the fitness function 
may be simply the root-mean-squared error between predicted and calculated values. 
POPULATION: Unlike traditional search methods GAs and GPs rely on a population of 
candidate solutions. The population sizes (a user-specified parameter) is an important 
factor affecting scalability and performance of a GA. That is, small populations lead to 
premature convergence and substandard solutions; and large populations lead to waste 
of computational resources. Population sizing in GAs have been studied analytically,25,26 
but modeling sizing in GPs is still in early stages.27 
Once the problem is encoded in a chromosomal manner and a fitness measures has 
been chosen, one can evolve solutions to search problem using the following necessary 
steps: (i) Population Initialization, (ii) Fitness Evaluation (of all candidate solutions), (iii) 
Selection (e.g., by s-wise tournaments while maintaining some viable but not 
necessarily high-fitness solutions to have a sufficiently robust gene pool), (iv) 
Recombination (via competent operators28), (v) Mutation, (vi) Replacement, then repeat 
(ii) – (vi) until one or more convergence criteria are met. Some examples of these 
operations are in fig. 3. Details and applications are discussed in Ref. 21 and, for multi-
time-scale modeling by regressing potential energy surfaces in Ref. 29. 
 
Constitutive Relations via Genetic Programming  
We now demonstrate GP for symbolically regressing constitutive relation between 
macroscopic variables based on data arising out of microscale phenomena. The 
important point here is that we could have a variety of information, not necessarily from 
electronic-structure or molecular dynamics simulations, but also a constitutive relation 
may be regressed that actually contains effects that does arise from microscale effects. 
To emphasize the effectiveness of GP for this application, we use measured data by 
Padilla et al.30 from compression tests on AA7055 aluminum from 340-520oC at two 
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strain rates (1 s-1 and 10-3 s-1). The objective is to evolve a constitutive relation between 
flow stress and strain rate to model their correlations based on the microstructural 
characterization, for example, that can readily be used within finite-element or finite-
difference methods to simulation of hot rolling in aluminum processing. The effect of 
temperature, stress, and strain rate on the final product properties is required to 
understand the hot-rolling process; the materials properties are affected by changes in 
precipitation (Al-Zn) distributions, grain structure, and texture. Assuming a power-law 
relation, Padilla et al. found coefficients that best fit only the low-strain-rate data as ! = !!!"# !!!" !! !.!" ,   (1)  
where !  is the strain rate, σ is the stress, µ is viscosity, and Qd (=125 kJ/mol) is the 
activation energy for diffusion of zinc in aluminum, R is universal gas constant and A0 is 
the Arrhenius exponent. 
For GP we use the function set F = {+, –, *, /, ^, exp, sin} and the terminal set T = 
{!  ,!, exp  [1/(!")], R }.  Here R is a random number, or in GP parlance an ephemeral 
random constant. Both T and exp[(RT)-1] are used as possible temperature-related 
variables to see if GP can automatically decide between the more likely useful primitive 
functions exp[(RT)-1] over less likely T.  The output of the candidate program is the ratio 
of stress and viscosity (σ/µ). For data-fitting problems, the fitness function of the solution 
was chosen as the absolute error between predicted and experimental data for σ/µ, i.e.,  ! = !! !! !"#$ − !! !"#$!!!!   ,  (2) 
where M is the number of experimental data points. Note that experimental 
uncertainties can be incorporated into the fitness function straightforwardly; for example, 
a Gaussian noise (or other models) can be added, which would prevent GP from 
overfitting the data; alternately, if any of GP-regressed data is within the error bar of its 
corresponding data, we can set the error to zero. 
First, although tribally expected, we wanted to verify that GP would reproduce the same 
Eq. 1 if fit only to low-strain-rate data, as done by Padilla et al. We ran 10 independent 
runs of GP and in all 10 runs the same relation was recovered. More importantly, GP 
was able to select the appropriate forms of temperature; namely the GP relation (with !! ≈ !!!"# !!  arising from the functions and terminals chosen in the evolution) was ! = !!!"# !!" !! !.!!  .   (3)  
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Now, more interestingly, GP was used to fit both the low-strain-rate and the high-strain-
data and evolve the constitutive relation, using the same functions and terminals as 
above. GP has no knowledge that there are two sets of data with different strain rates – 
GP sees no qualitative difference between them, even though physical there is. GP 
regressed relation is 
 ! = !!!"! !!"![!,!!] !! ! 1 − !!   ,  (4)  
where the denominator g is a complex expression, see Ref. 21. The GP regressed 
function and the data are in figure 4. Equation 4 indicates a competition between a 
fourth-order and a fifth-order power-law suggesting competing mechanisms during the 
microstructural deformation process. Three out of 10 independent GP runs produced 
Eq. 4; the others gave either 4th or 5th order still highlighting the competition between the 
two different power-laws. 
Notably, the fifth-order represents mathematically the mechanism of creep in metals – a 
mechanism not provided to GP. However, the fourth-order power-law represents no well 
known mathematical model, but yields crossover from low- to high- strain-rate data. As 
apparent in fig. 4, the GP-regressed relation agrees well with the measured data, 
including a noticeable kink from Eq. 4 at the transition between the two sets of data. 
Analyzing Eq. 4 (see fig. 6 in Ref. 21) the kink arose from the denominator g, indicating 
that GP identified a missing variable and compensated for it by a step functions.  
Again, the crossover location in the data was not provided, but an outcome of the GP 
based regression. Hence, GP “discovered” that there is a missing variable, albeit 
unidentified, but still provided a compensated symbolic, constitutive relation useful for 
predictive simulations! 
 
Figure 4. (Taken from Ref. 21.) 
GP-derived constitutive relation (Eq. 
4) and the linear fit used by Padilla 
et al. (Eq. 1) for AA7055 Aluminum. 
Symbolic regression via GP used 
both low- and high- strain-rate data. 
Arrow indicates the actual crossover 
between the two sets of data. 
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Further Reading 
As is now hopefully obvious, the same GP symbolic regression discussed above can be 
used to trivially reproduce the BEP relation for the surface catalysis examples – it’s only 
a linear fit – when done for specific families of reactions. So, some work is needed to 
develop (r)evolutionary algorithms that identify different families having the same effects 
but the same symbolic relations – e.g., extending the use of decision trees – and also 
handle sparse or uncertain data.31   
A nice example of this was the recent identification and optimization of inorganic AB2-
Laves phases for H-storage.32,33 Such new hybrid approaches link data dimensionality 
reduction methods to evolutionary algorithms to uncover correlations masked by solely 
using GAs. Coupling PCA, predator-prey GA and neural nets compounds were 
classified effectively according to distorted-packing sequences, with data mining never 
discovering such simple classifications.32 For structure predictions, evolutionary 
algorithms also have been utilized in various forms. Within DFT-based approaches, for 
example, there are codes implementing an evolutionary crystallography, such as 
USPEX;34 GA-based searches for core-shell nanoparticle structure,7 or nanoparticle 
structures;35,36 searches for alloy groundstate structures using cluster-expansions 
develop via GA algorithms;37 or, side-stepping theses issue, probabilistic approaches 
using DFT database searches, e.g., for substitutes in ionic compounds.38   
Additionally, beyond what was discussed above, GP regression can be used to machine 
learn potential energy surfaces (PES), as done for multi-time-scale materials kinetic 
modeling.29 Molecular dynamics (MD) is limited to nanoseconds of real time, and, 
hence, it fails to model rare-event processes that control real materials kinetics. 
However, one can use kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) combined with MD by symbolically 
regressing all kinetic barriers, including for rare events, from calculations of only a few 
barriers. This symbolically regressed KMC achieves 9 orders of magnitude increase in 
simulated time over MD at 300 K for surface alloying kinetics.29  
Finally, multi-objective GAs (Pareto front optimization) can also regress highly accurate 
PES that extend electronic-structure methods to multiscale simulations.39 Rather than 
groundstate properties, they can be applied to excited photodynamics for larger 
molecules and longer time scales that are relevant to materials (e.g., liquid crystal 
displays), pharmaceuticals, and chemical manufacturing processing. For example, 
using a limited set of highly accurate ab initio data, semi-empirical quantum chemistry 
parameters were rapidly re-optimized to provide globally accurate excited-state PES, 
eliminating the need for expensive ab initio dynamics simulations, as is now patented.40 
For small photo-excited molecules, multi-objective GAs consistently yielded 384% 
(87%) lower error in energy (energy-gradient) than those ever reported.39  
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In closing, there is an incredible potential for accelerating materials discovery in a 
multitude of applications by using evolutionary algorithms relying on electronic-structure 
and experimental combinatorial and high-throughput data, especially in combination 
with other techniques, such as PCA, multi-objective GAs (Pareto front optimization), 
neural networks that evolve through GAs, and Decision Tree methods. Having shown 
that data-search methods alone do not typically find the underlying (and often simple) 
correlations that dictate properties, we have attempted to introduce the concepts and 
potential applications by several materials and materials chemistry examples in hopes 
of spurring “data mining” algorithm development using Genetic Programs and multi-
objective Genetic Algorithms to accelerate materials discovery. 
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